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A LETTER FROM THE PRESIDENT

I am honored to serve as your new Manatee County Medical Society president for 2010. Since my arrival
to Manatee County four years ago, I have come to realize what a great organization we have. This is due, in
large part, to the tremendous leadership we have had previously as well as our member’s support. The medical society’s past presidents have created a huge precedent to follow; shoes which I hope my feet are large
enough to fill.
Just in my short tenure on the board, I have been amazed by the individual accomplishment achieved by our
previous presidents. Jen McCullen’s leadership has catapulted WE CARE to an impressive professional organization that provides specialty care to the impoverished community within our county. Their recognition by Oprah reflects the
magnitude of their success. During his tenure as president, Manny Rodriguez successfully established Blue Cross/ Blue Shield
Group Health Plan for medical society members. This will create an enduring benefit to our members over the coming decades. Last
year, Aaron Sudbury successfully established an extensive corporate partnership program extending discounted services and other
benefits to our members. In addition to this, Aaron has worked tirelessly with Phil Tally to bring to Manatee County one of the first
Health Information Exchanges (HIE). Not only is Manatee County recognized as progressive in this move, but the county is expected to benefit from significant long term savings, both in the form of improved health outcomes as well as direct financial cost
savings. My commitment to you this year is to continue to promote and build on these very important programs.
This year offers many opportunities to continue the trend of progressive leadership within Manatee County Medical Society. We are
in a tenuous time politically and well positioned to play a role in healthcare reform. There are several hot topics that will take the
political front this year within Florida including scope of practice issues, Medicaid reimbursement, as well as medical reform. Political awareness and active participation will be an integral part of our agenda this year. We are blessed to have the leadership of
George Thomas in this arena. This year more than ever, we need to support the political efforts of leaders like George and Mary
Thomas both in attendance and monetarily.
In the current challenging and changing medical climate, the Manatee County Medical Society will do its best to serve it’s members.
The society is open to dialogue and encourage your input. We will lobby Tallahassee, Washington DC, as well as our local leaders
for the interests of our members and our patients. In addition to this, I have a goal to establish a comprehensive county patient database that will be managed by the medical society. In addition to providing pertinent medical information to the database members,
we will use this database as a platform through which we may keep our patients and citizens informed about critical medical issues.
By keeping them informed, we may be able to mobilize the database during critical issues.
In addition, I have reached out to Sarasota and have been met with a warm welcome by their medical society president. I look forward to some joint activities with them. Remember, we are stronger in numbers.
Thank you for the opportunity.
Best,

Lora “Lorrie” Brown

WE ENCOURAGE ALL
PHYSICIANS TO JOIN THE
Manatee County Medical Society
(www.manateemed.org)
Florida Medical Association
FMA PAC
(www.fma-online.org)
AMA (www.ama-assn.org)

TOGETHER WE ARE STONGER
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2010 Board of Governors
Lora Brown, MD
President

Aaron Sudbury, MD
Immediate Past President

Scott Clulow, DO

Dwight Fitch, MD
Treasurer

Brian McKinley, MD
Secretary

Jonathan Adler, MD
Elective Member

Past President

John Ayres, MD
Elective Member
Dennis Koselak, MD
President Elect

Nilesh Patel, MD
Vice President

Robert Whorf, MD
Elective Member
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A Black-Tie Event
Showcasing Latin Heritages:
Dance Music Art Cuisine
Friday, April 16th 2010
Bradenton Municipal Auditorium
1005 Barcarrota Blvd, Bradenton

Cost: $100 per person
6:00 PM VIP Party
7:00 PM Cocktails
7:30 PM Dinner & Show

To phone in credit
card payments or
donations, please
call
941-708-8770
ext 2161
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A Letter from the Executive Director, We Care Manatee, Inc

Thank You from We Care Manatee
Without the generosity and dedication of local physicians, We Care could not help those in need. We Care
Manatee, Inc. would like to welcome Dr. Daniel Amoah, Dr. Jeffrey Beard, Dr. James Rogers, Dr.
Aaron Sudbury, and Dr. Jennifer Swanson to the We Care Manatee team.

Dear Physicians,
Would you consider seeing one We Care patient this year?
We Care Manatee, Inc. has been serving the low income and uninsured people of Manatee County for the past 10 years. During that
time, many physicians have come and gone from the volunteer provider list, but the need for appointment keeps growing. As it
stands today, we have 49 members of our medical community participating in the program and caring for all 500 eligible We Care
patients over 18 specialties.
It is my hope to add 50 more physicians to the list in 2010 and the reason may surprise you. My goal for the upcoming year is not to
serve more patients necessarily; my goal is to help spread the demand across a larger physician base in an attempt to alleviate the
strain that is currently being placed on our physicians and their offices.
I know many physicians are already seeing patients for free and the requests continue to pour in. Through the We Care program,

•

you and your office is protected from any litigation through the Florida Department of Health Sovereign Immu
nity clause,
• We interview all patients to determine their financial situation and verify that they have explored other options
and programs (Medicaid, etc.) before utilizing us,
• I allow you to dictate the terms of your contract and,
• I send the medical records to your office for preapproval before a patient appointment is set.
Over the past year we have added a number of diagnostic testing centers and after care services, like dental care and physical therapy, not previously available to patients within our program. Strides have been made to enhance the program and make it easier for
you to treat our patients more completely. I hope you consider joining the We Care team of dedicated physicians.
We need your help.
Please consider seeing one patient in 2010 through the We Care Manatee program.

Sincerely,
Jill Stalpes, Executive Director
www.wecaremanatee.org
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2010 MEMBERSHIP
MEETINGS
6:00-6:30 pm Cocktails
6:30 PM Meeting Begins

March 23 – Mattison’s
David Panting, MD
“Physician Suicide: The Silent Struggle”
Mary Ruiz – Manatee Glens
“Dealing with Behavioral Health”
Sponsor: Mosley Investment Management
May 25 – Gold Coast Eagle Distribution Center
*No speaker—Beverages Compliments of Gold Coast
Eagle Distribution Center!
6:00 pm—8:30 pm
Sponsor: TBD
August 31st—Mattison’s Riverside Grill
Speaker: TBD
Sponsor: M & I Bank
November 13th—Mattison’s Riverside Grill
Speaker: TBD
Topic: TBD

We look forward to seeing you!
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Preventing Malpractice Claims Entailing Misdiagnosis of Cancer

By Cliff Rapp, LHRM
Vice President, Risk Management
First Professionals Insurance Company

The information below does not establish a standard of care, nor is it a substitute for legal advice. The information and
suggestions contained here are generalized and may not apply to all practice situations. First Professionals recommends you obtain legal advice from a qualified attorney for a more specific application to your practice. This information
should be used as a reference guide only.

According to the American Cancer Society (ACS), cancer is the second leading cause of death in the United
States. The ACS has projected that over 565,000 Americans will die annually from various forms of cancer.
Misdiagnosis of cancer is one of the most prevalent types of medical errors and accounts for a significant
portion of all medical malpractice indemnity paid. Implementing fundamental risk management measures
can easily prevent the majority of such claims.
Lung Cancer
Lung cancer is the leading cause of cancer death for both men and women. It accounts for almost 29% of
the total cancer deaths in the US. A recent study conducted by the Physician Insurers of America (PIAA)
found that communication issues were the most prevalent root cause of lung cancer claims. Failure to respond to an abnormal x-ray and inadequate follow-up were frequent contributing factors to the misdiagnosis
of the disease.
Case Summary
Consider the case involving a 62-year-old male with severe cardiac disease that was hospitalized for pacemaker implantation. A postoperative x-ray to verify pacemaker placement revealed nodular densities, warranting additional investigation. However, the patient was discharged by his PCP before the cardiologist had
an opportunity to review the radiology report. The report was faxed to the cardiologist’s office, but not yet
filed in the chart when the patient presented for a post-op exam. Because the patient’s cardiac condition
was stable, no additional follow-up appointments were scheduled. The radiology report was filed without
having been reviewed by the cardiologist. The patient was subsequently diagnosed with lung cancer 15
months later, expiring 3 months after the diagnosis. Suit was filed against the PCP and the cardiologist for
the failure to diagnose.

The most prevalent root cause of diagnostic error involving lung cancer claims is communication. More than
64% of malpractice claims involve some aspect of inadequate, inappropriate or faulty communication. Approximately one-half of claims involve the failure to respond to abnormal x-rays.

Continued pg.9
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Continued —Preventing Malpractice Claims Entailing Misdiagnosis of Cancer
Colorectal Cancer
Colorectal cancer is the third most common cause of cancer deaths for both men and women. While there are
a number of non-controllable risk factors (age, personal history of inflammatory bowel disease, polyps and
race), there are also several controllable factors that patients can and should be counseled about such as diet,
smoking and alcohol usage, as well as the management and control of diabetes and obesity. Although screening tests for colorectal cancer are readily available and have been found to be effective in the early detection
and treatment of this form of cancer, screening for colon cancer lags significantly behind the testing done for
other cancer forms. The Center for Disease Control (CDC) has found that only 42.5% of adults in the United
States over the age of 50 have undergone sigmoidoscopy or colonoscopy within the past 10 years or had utilized a fecal occult blood test (FOBT) within the preceding year. Almost 60% of the over-50 population has not
received proper screening. The CDC estimates that 60% of colorectal cancer deaths could be prevented if everyone over the age of 50 were screened regularly. An analysis of PIAA closed claim data involving colorectal
malpractice claims reveals that the most prevalent presenting symptom is rectal bleeding, followed by abdominal pain.
Breast Cancer
Breast cancer accounts for 15% of all female cancer deaths. It is among the most prevalent and expensive
types of medical malpractice claims, accounting for 13% of all malpractice claims. Because of its prominence,
the PIAA has commissioned several studies of malpractice claims involving breast cancer. The most recent
study indicated that 75% of claims involved premenopausal and perimenopausal women, categories generally
considered to be less likely candidates for breast cancer. Sixty-eight percent of the patients were under the age
of 50.
Most diagnostic errors involving breast cancer are due to the misinterpretation of mammography, inadequate
medical record documentation, system failures within the practitioner’s office, and communication failures. A
majority of the cases indicated a reliance on negative or equivocal mammography. One noteworthy caveat
brought to light by the PIAA breast cancer studies is that biopsy should follow suspicious findings. A prevalent
root cause for delay in diagnosis is the failure to recommend biopsy for suspicious findings. In nearly 30% of
cases, further diagnostic pursuit was not pursued in the face of a diagnosis of fibrocystic disease. Although the
patients in these studies were ultimately diagnosed with breast cancer, more than one-half of the patients received a negative mammogram report following the initial presenting examination.
Prostate Cancer
Prostate cancer is the second most deadly form of cancer in males in the US, accounting for 10% of all male
cancer deaths. Significant risk factors include age (50+), race (African-American), family history of prostate
cancer, and high-fat dietary habits. Screening tests for prostate cancer (PSA, DRE) are known to be effective
in detecting prostate cancer in its early stages. Although the use of these tests on a widespread basis has become controversial, patients should be given information about these tests. Screening and diagnostic efforts
should be well-documented. To prevent claims involving diagnostic error entailing prostate cancer, document
the patient’s personal and family history. Conduct physical exams with specificity. Patients that are noncompliant with recommendations for consultations, additional testing or procedures should be asked to sign an informed refusal form. Most importantly, ensure adequate follow-up and recall of high-risk patients.
For more information regarding this and other medical professional liability insurance risk management issues,
please contact the risk management consultants at First Professionals Insurance Company at (800) 741-3742,
ext. 3016, or send an e-mail to rm@fpic.com.
Cliff Rapp is a licensed healthcare risk manager and Vice President for Risk Management of First Professionals Insurance Company, a leading professional liability insurer. Mr. Rapp is widely published and a national speaker on loss
prevention and risk management.
First Professionals Insurance Company is Florida’s Physicians Insurance CompanySM and the endorsed carrier for professional liability insurance by 22 county medical societies, 15 specialty societies, and two statewide associations in Florida.
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MANATEE COUNTY MEDICAL SOCIETY BENEFITS
NEW

ADVance Talent Solutions
941-739-8883
www.ad-vance.com
Staffing & Human Resource Firm Discounts
● FREE Job Bank Administration● 100 Discount for first staffing order of 40 hours or more
● Free medical records clerk for the day with 2nd order of 40 hours or more
● 10 free Prove It Skills assessment testing for your job candidates.● Discounted rates for all MCMS members ● Access to free labor
and employment legal advice

Al Purmort Insurance
Lisa Russell
941-924-3808
www.alpurmort.com
5% premium discount on all General Liability policies written for member
by Cincinnati Insurance Company
+ Home, Auto, Boat and other personal insurance needs & much more

Chad’s Painting
941 962‐1472
Chad’s Painting, Inc. is pleased to offer Manatee County Medical Society Members 10% off a complete interior paint and free pressure
cleaning with a complete exterior paint (not including roofs).
Chad’s Painting, Inc. – specializing in commercial and residential, pressure cleaning, exterior painting, interior painting, drywall repair,
textures and popcorn removal.

Copy Concepts
Ryan Kochanowski
941-724-7926
www.copyconeptsinc.com
Discounts New & Refurbished Devices
On-site Product Demos Available
HIPPA & EMR Compliant

Copy Right Printing
Dave Hassal
941-758-6500
Monthly Printing Deals

EMR VENDOR
GREENWAY—15% Discount on Software
Shane Jordan
Cell: 813-777-3416
Office: 813-909-2500
Libertas – 10% Discount
Ross Bunch
e.bunch@libertasFL.com
941-201-7814

Full Circle PR
Michele Maloney
727-230-9265
Medical Marketing Agency
Looking for an increased patient base and bottom line? Full Circle PR is a local, strategic growth firm specializing in medical
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industry. They offer a complimentary consultation and create a customized public relations and marketing plan that will increase your
patient base and ultimately your bottom line. Only MCMS members qualify for a savings of 10%.

MANATEE COUNTY MEDICAL SOCIETY BENEFITS Con’t.
NEW

Manatee-Sarasota Medical News
John Kelley
Direct: 407-701-7424
www.TampaBaymedicalnews.com

 30% discount off Published Ad Rates for any agreement with a 90 day Frequency.
 35% discount off Published Ad Rates for any agreement with a 180 day Frequency.
New advertising partners will be recognized in a special section in the Manatee – Sarasota Edition of the
Tampa Bay Medical News with a 100 word article and may include a black and white photo.

Malpractice Insurance Discount
MCMS members are eligible for a 5% discount on malpractice insurance premiums through FPIC. The payback on this discount
alone pays for your membership dues and puts money in your pocket! Call the MCMS office for more information. (800) 7413742, ext 3294

Workers’ Compensation Insurance
Workers’ Compensation Insurance offered by Comp Options & marketed through Professional Benefits. Participating members
receive a 24.8% return on insurance premiums in 2008. Annual dividends can actually pay for your MCMS dues. Contact Taylor
Tollerton (941-957-1310).

Dr. Dial
Offers members a 10% discount on all of their services.
Appointment Confirmation, Message Broadcasts, Lab Results. Log on to drdial.com for more information
Call David Swart 877-373-4257 or go to www.drdial.com

NetGain Promotions
Commercial Web Marketing
10% Discount to Members –Web Creation
Joe Tortorici 941-580-6194

Discount Home Building
The MCMS in partnership with Signature Homes of the Gulf Coast offers member physicians a 3% discount on Harbour Walk or
Bella Sole’ on both home and home site. Call Jack Courson, 941-747-0800.

Regions Preferred Member Program
Endorsed by the MCMS Regions Bank offers .50% discount on commercial mortgages & construction loans, equipment loans, business auto loans and business lines of credit. Special on EMR financing.
Dan Eveloff, VP Business Banking, 941-921-4509

Representation in the Legislature
MCMS join with the FMA to effectively lobby the legislature and offer testimony before legislators on issues including managed
care, licensing and regulations, medical liability reform and health care access, cost containment and other healthcare topics.

Legislative and Regulatory Updates
Working with the FMA, MCMS provides member physicians with up-to-date information on legislative and regulatory issues concerning doctors via broadcast faxes and e-mails.
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WHAT IS COMMUNITY HIE?
The Manatee County Medical Society will be implementing the Health Information Exchange (HIE), under
the leadership of Dr. Phil Tally. Health Information Exchange (HIE) represents the ability, and requirement, to
electronically share medical records and medical correspondences in a secure password protected environment
between all providers and stakeholders in the healthcare continuum. As health information becomes electronic it is vitally important to ensure that clinical data, laboratory, and radiology reports are instantly accessible to the treating physician from a single access point, avoiding phone calls regular mail and faxes. Quality
patient care cannot be provided in a vacuum.
Realizing HIE that is cost effective yet still valuable to healthcare providers is a complex and challenging
process. The first step is to define a service area (Manatee County) and the stakeholders that will be necessary
participants in the HIE (ie: Physicians, Hospitals, County, and Government). For the system to bring value to
participants it must be based on an existing need to share information which, in the healthcare environment,
equates to the flow of patients through referral pathways. There are a number of factors that can be used to
help characterize these “medical trading areas” they include hospital referral regions, trauma service areas, and
feedback from the local community.
In addition to knowledge of basic building blocks, to establish sustainable HIE, it is important to understand
an expanded vision (beyond transmission of clinical data elements) of what a local HIE can provide and its
value to participants. Just as EHR systems provide office efficiencies within the four walls of a practice, the
local HIE system provides community level business services to expand these efficiencies outside the four
walls of the practice and across a region or broader area. The local HIE can work like a physician co-op to
solve specific business needs of the healthcare community in a secure one-stop shopping environment. These
services can include a number of supporting ancillary business functions to Health IT such as technical hardware and network support programs, group purchasing power of equipment, and more efficient, private and
secure replacements to paper, fax and phone communications between healthcare providers.
If you would like to participate or receive more information on HIE please contact the Manatee County
Medical Society. 941-755-3411 or liz.gatlin@manateemed.org
Liz Gatlin
Executive Director
Manatee County Medical Society
SIGN UP AT:

http://www.avocarehealth.com/Signup/Manatee/Manateesetup.html

SPECIAL THANKS TO ALL OUR
ADVERTISERS








Bradenton Herald
Chad’s Painting, Inc
Doc-2-Doc.Inc
Financial Services of Bradenton
FPIC
Full Circle PR
Harbour Walk/Signature Homes








Henry Schein
Manatee Diagnostic Center
Marie Gentle—A/R Consultant
Morgan Keegan & Company
Professional Benefits
Regions Bank
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Electronic Medical Records software,
customized for medical practices as
per individual physician preferences.
Billing services with speed, accountability
and convenience delivered by an outstanding
company, with years of experience.
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$$ FREE LUNCH $$
Your work deserves to be coded correctly and
collected quickly! Let my 30 years experience in
medical A/R provide a confidential audit to
determine if your in-house billing staff is up to
par. Surely there are capable employees; but the
not-so-capable delete procedures for lack of
referrals, shred charge slips for personal benefit,
and allow insurance claims to sit dormant. You
should ask yourself: am I talking about your
office? Join other local physicians who have
benefited from my input. Audits start at $550.

P.S. Don’t be a believer of free lunches; call me
today!
Marie Gentle A/R Con$ultant
[941]504-6866

Work smarter not harder
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This information is for illustrative and discussion purposes only. Morgan Keegan does not provide legal or tax advice. You need to
contact your legal and tax advisors for additional information and advice before making any investment decisions.
Morgan Keegan & Company, Inc.
Members FINRA, SIPC
Securities and insurance products are not FDIC insured, not a deposit, not an obligation of or guaranteed by Regions Bank, it affiliates, or any government agency and may lose value.
This advertisement was prepared for Dan Freed using material by Forefield, Inc.
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THE ESSENCE OF RESPECT
Promises are only words until they are tested. It
is when your best intentions meet hard reality
that true character is revealed. Maintain your
integrity in those difficult times and your word
will gain a quiet strength that others will never
doubt.

WELCOME NEW MEMBERS
Jennifer Bencie, MD
Administrator MC Health Dept
941-748-0747 x1200

Bruce Fuller, MD
Manatee Dermatology
941-792-5040

Constance Charles-Logan, MD
West Coast Pediatrics
941-761-0663

Stephen Leedy, MD
Tidewell Hospice
941-552-7508
Peter Livingston, MD
Macula & Diabetic Eye Center
Opthamology
941-567-4078

Gary Rosen, MD
The Eye Associates
Dermatology
941-792-2020
Lin Li, MD
Manatee Pathology Associates
941-745-7942
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What’s New with the Florida Board of Medicine

Medical Records
Part two in the Top 10 Tips to Avoid Problems with Your License series is about relocating your practice. However, we cannot talk
about relocating your practice without talking about medical records, which is tip number 4.
General information
All too often the Board sees physicians facing disciplinary action because the patient record does not adequately reflect what care
was actually provided and why it was provided. Here is a SECRET: in deciding disciplinary cases, the Board of Medicine relies in
large part on independent, credentialed experts in a variety to specialties to provide standard of care opinions. That expert opinion
relies in large part on the clarity and detail of the patient record. To best protect your patient and yourself, look at the record you are
preparing and ask yourself: would another Florida physician in my specialty have enough information to decide whether appropriate
care was provided to this patient?
Retention of medical records
Physicians are responsible for maintaining the medical records of their patients. These records must remain confidential and
whether the records are kept in the physician’s office file cabinet, a clinic’s record room, or in electronic format in a computer data
storage bank, the prudent physician will follow policies, standards and procedures to ensure the confidentiality of the medical records.
A common call to the Board Office involves who is responsible for records after the physician leaves the practice or the practice
suddenly closes and the owners are not there to provide patients with copies of their records. The best way to ensure that the patient
records are maintained by an appropriate custodian is to make very clear, in writing, who the custodian is if the practice/clinic is
closed or the licensee leaves the group/practice/clinic. The custodian of records is covered in 456.057 and bears a careful review by
practitioners. Physicians who are part of an HMO or group practice should carefully consider who to designate, in the employer
contract with said entities, as the records owner.
Timing is everything: medical records must be maintained at least five (5) years from the date of last contact with the patient. Failing to comply with this requirement could result in disciplinary action pursuant to section 458.331(1)(m), Florida Statutes.
Furthermore, the requirement to maintain medical records for five (5) years may be less than what is necessary to protect the physician. The physician should contact his/her medical malpractice carrier for their retention requirements.
Release of Medical Records & Relocation/ closing practice
If a physician is relocating or terminating practice and is no longer available to patients, the physician must complete the following
steps:
 Publish a notice in a newspaper in the area of the physician’s practice with the greatest circulation.
 The notice must contain the date the office is closing and the address at which patients may receive copies of their
medical records
 The notice must run at least one day per week for four (4) weeks
 Submit a copy of the notice to the Board of Medicine within 1 month of the closing date
A physician may also place a sign at the practice and/or send individual letters to the patients with the notice information.
If a physician closes his/her practice and would like to appoint someone as custodian of the records, the appointee must be an allopathic or osteopathic physician.
Costs for reproducing medical records
Medical records should only be provided in response to a written request from the patient or the patient’s legal guardian and/or legal
representative.
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FL Board of Medicine Continued
The Board would encourage physicians to provide their patients with at least one (1) copy of their medical record for no fee. However, a physician may charge the following fees for reproducing medical records to patients and governmental bodies:
 For the first 25 pages, $1.00 per page
 For the subsequent pages (after 25), $0.25 per page
 For other types of records, such as X-rays, the actual cost of reproduction including materials, supplies, labor costs and
overhead costs associated with reproduction.
Physicians may charge the following to any entity other than the patient or governmental bodies:
 $1.00 per page
 For other types of records, such as X-rays, the actual cost of reproduction including materials, supplies, labor costs and
overhead costs associated with reproduction.
Certain confidential records are very sensitive and must only be provided upon written request and only to certain entities. These
records include HIV/AIDS records, sexually transmitted disease records, alcohol and drug abuse records, and psychiatric and psychotherapeutic records. For example, psychiatrists may provide a report in lieu of copies of the psychiatric medical record. However, if the patient is seeing a new treatment provider, the psychiatrist should forward copies of the entire medical record directly to
the new psychiatrist.
Furnishing of reports or copies of medical records shall not be conditioned upon payment of a fee for services. However, furnishing
of the report or medical records may be conditioned upon receipt of the payment for reproduction of the records.
Additional information regarding medical records can be found, but is not limited to the following laws and rules:
Rule 64B8-10 – Medical Records Retention, Disposition, Reproduction - Florida Administrative Code
Section 456.057, Florida Statutes
Section 458.331(1)(m), Florida Statutes
Medical records are governed by both state and federal laws. If you have any specific questions or are unsure about medical records,
you should contact your legal representative.
Electronic medical records
If a physician has elected to maintain electronic medical records, the same principals of content, confidentiality, retention, and release apply. In addition, physicians need to ensure they have a backup of their electronic medical records and have accounted for the
confidentiality of these records as well. Remember the SECRET above regarding the role of experts in your specialty… well that
applies here too. If an electronically stored patient record is erased or lost, that expert in your specialty would be asked if the steps
you took to safeguard the electronic records were appropriate.
Sign up to receive, at no-cost, automatic e-mails containing information regarding every new item put on the Board website, including new laws, rules, alerts and advisories. You can subscribe and unsubscribe by going to this web site:
http://flems.doh.state.fl.us/mailman/listinfo/boardofmedicine
Author:
Crystal A. Sanford, CPM
Program Operations Administrator
Florida Board of Medicine
www.FLHealthSource.com
xxxxxxxxxx
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RECESSION-PROOF YOUR MEDICAL PRACTICE
By Full Circle PR
In this current economic recession, it seems there is no business that is unaffected - and that includes the medical community. Businesses are slashing budgets just to stay afloat which begs the question just what exactly should you cut from your budgets to recession -proof your medical practice?
“It should not be your marketing budget. At least, not completely.” says Michele Maloney, medical marketing expert and owner of
Full Circle PR, a medical practice growth firm.
According to a study in the International Journal for Research in Marketing, a recession can offer a unique opportunity to market
your practice in an environment where your competitors have perhaps already decided to cut back. Regardless of the recession, the
public still needs medical attention. Now more than ever, because with a recession, brings emotional stress and illness.
“A physician should avoid spending marketing money on those items or places that have never brought a new patient to their practice.” says Maloney. “Instead, focusing marketing efforts that can be traced to patient referrals is a better approach.”
It’s also important to not cut back on the upkeep of your medical practice. That is, keep it clean, spotless and replace that dog-eared
waiting room chair when necessary.
Promote your medical practice at a modest cost by making the most of the Internet. Today, most people find the information they
need by searching online. Make sure your website is up-to-date and is listed on all of your practice’s marketing materials, such as
business cards, script pads, case studies, signs, brochures and any other advertising. Go one step further and use today’s social media to get your marketing message out!
Sending an informative e-mail newsletter to make contact with your referring medical community or your patients on a monthly
basis is also an excellent way to maintain your practice’s image.
“Next, publish, publish, publish -- write a newspaper column, blog, case study or article and become the recognized expert in your
field.” adds Maloney. “Furthermore, every physician has a drawer full of thank you notes. Publish these as testimonials in your
literature, on your website and on the Internet. These are powerful statements that build trust in you as a physician and your medical
practice.”
Additionally, dig deep in to your archives and find some great heartwarming patient stories about your practice that can be used as a
press release. If the media decides to pick up your story, it can provide great marketing results for your medical practice.
Lastly, participate in your community’s events such as health fairs and lectures.
It may be a tough road ahead, but you can recession-proof your medical practice. Maintain your marketing budget by following
these guidelines and you will find you are unaffected by the recent economic downturn.
Want to know more or have someone evaluate what you’re currently doing? Give Full Circle PR a call at (727) 230-9265 and ask
for Michele Maloney.
Here is what clients of Full Circle PR are saying: “Full Circle PR has helped me reach out to the medical community in new ways.
They work tirelessly to make sure the best aspects of my practice are promoted through classic and innovative marketing techniques.
I am seeing more patients because of Full Circle PR.” – David McKalip, M.D. Neurosurgeon
For more information on Full Circle PR, visit www.fullcircle-pr.com.
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Owen McCarthy wanted to be an orthopedic surgeon from the time that he was a
young boy and broke an arm. Back then he was treated with radiation therapy.
He had a dry sense of humor and laughed easily. He loved to dance, especially to rock and roll. He was a lifelong Georgetown basketball fan and could play the
piano by ear. His
favorite piece was The Entertainer which he would play while waiting for his family to get ready when going out.
Born in Cleveland, OH, he was the second of five children. After his father died, his
mother moved the family to Bradenton where she took a position teaching English at Manatee High School in the early 60s.
After graduating from high school, Owen joined the Air Force and served at Patrick Air
Force Base in Cocoa Beach. There he met his future wife, Dottie on a blind date. Marriage followed. Their first child, Michelle, was born while they were still in Cocoa
Beach.
OWen finished his tour of duty and then attended college and medical school at Georgetown. He trained at Grady Memorial in Atlanta, GA and Belleview in NYC. At the end of
his shifts at Belleview, he would wear is white lab coat when walking through the rough
neighborhood on is way home to 32nd Street. He explained that the locals respected the
residents who were responsible for caring for the sick and injured who came to the ER.
They never hassled the young resident on his way home because they knew that he might be
the one caring for them the next time that they were in the ER. Their second child, Michael, was born in 1970.
When Owen finished his training at Belleview in 1969, the McCarthy family moved back to
Bradenton to be close to Owen’s mother. He opened an office on 51st at the Fairway
Plaza. He went on to become the team physician for Manatee High School, a position he
enjoyed for 40 years.
He enjoyed the Florida weather and was often seen jogging with his cell phone or walking
with his wife, Dottie, and their two golden retrievers, Abby and Hoya. He ran in the St.
Petersburg marathon . He was adventurous. Once he was out on his Hobie cat when he was
carried 5 miles out into the Gulf.
He was rescued by the Coast Guard.
Owen was an avid reader. He enjoyed reading the New York Times, his professional journals
and novels; but he had a special interest in reading about the mechanics of how things
operate. Every new car instruction was fascinating to him and he would routinely read
them cover to cover.
The McCarthy home was often open as Owen and Dottie hosted various charitable fundraising
activities. He was a regular church goer at Sts. Peter and Paul Roman Catholic Church.
He was pius without pontificating about it. He practice medicine for forty years and enjoyed healing and helping patients. He will be missed by the many people who he has
helped through the years, including his family, friends, and patients.

John Ayres, MD
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My Legislative Community
Governor Charlie Crist (R)
Office of the Governor, The Capitol
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0001
(850)488-7146
Fax: (850)487-0801
Email: Charlie.Crist@myflorida.com
Chief of Staff: George LeMieux

U.S. House of Congress

Congressman Vern Buchanan (R)
District 13, covers Manatee, Sarasota, Hardee, Desoto, and Charlotte
counties.
Local Address: 235 N. Orange St., Suite 201,Sarasota, FL 34236
(941)951-6643, Fax: 641-951-2972
Washington Address: 1516 Longworth Bldg,, Washington, DC, 20515
(202)225-5015, Fax: (202)226-0828
http://www.buchanan.house.gov/contact.shtml

U.S. Senators

Senator George S. LeMieux ( R-FL)
United States Senate
356 Russell Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20510
Phone: (202) 224-3041
info@lemieux.senate.gov

Senator Bill Nelson (D-FL)
State Address: 225 East Robinson Street, Suite 410, Orlando, FL
32801
(407)872-7161, Fax: (407)872-7165
Washington Address: 716 Russell Senate Office Building,
Washington, DL, 20512
Phone: (202)224-5274, Fax: (202)228-2183
Toll Free: 888-671-4091 Tampa: 813-225-7040
Email: bill@billnelson.senate.gov

State Legislatures

State Senators

District 68, cover western portion of Manatee County
Local Address: 1023 Manatee Avenue West, Suite 715, Bradenton,
FL 34205
(941) 708-4968, Fax: (941)708-4970
Tallahassee Address: 214 House Office Building, 402 South Monroe
Street, Tallahassee, FL 32399-1300
(850)488-4086
Email: bill.galvano@myfloridahouse.gov

District 21, covers parts of Charlotte, Desoto, Lee, Manatee and Sarasota Counties.
Local Address: 3653 Cortez Road West, Bradenton, FL 34210
(941) 727-6349
FAX: (941) 727-6352
Tallahassee Address: 216 Senate Office Building, 404 South Monroe
Street, Tallahassee, FL 32399-1100
(850) 487-5078, Fax: 800-500-1239
Email: bennett.mike.web@flsenate.gov

Representative Bill Galvano (R)

Representative Ron Reagan (R)
District 67
Local Address: 7011 15th Street East, Ste. B-1, Sarasota, FL 34243
(941)727-6447, Fax: 727-6449
Tallahassee Address: 317 House Office Building, 402 South Monroe St.
Tallahassee, FL 32399-1300
(850)488-6341, fax: none
Email: ron.reagan@myfloridahouse.gov

Representative Keith Fitzgerald (D)
District 69, covers southern Manatee, University Parkway, Sarasota
Local Address: 1660 Ringling Blvd, Suite 310-311, Sarasota, FL
34236
(941) 955-8077
Tallahassee Address: 1301 The Capitol, 402 South Monroe Street,
Tallahassee, FL 32399-1300
(850) 488-7754
Email: keithfitzgerald@myfloridahouse.gov

Senator Mike Bennett (R)

Senator Nancy Detert (R)
District 23, covers parts of Charlotte, Manatee and Sarasota Counties
Local Address: 1521 Tamiami Trail #303, Venice, FL 34285
(941)486-2032, District wide: (888) 349-3042
Fax: (941)486-2050
Tallahassee Address: 412 Senate Office Building, 404 South Monroe
Street, Tallahassee, FL 32399-1100
(850) 487-5081, Fax: 850-487-5406
Email: carlton.lisa.web@flsenate.gov

Senator Arthenia Joyner (D)
District 18, covers parts of Hillsborough, Pinellas and Manatee
Local Address: 508 W. Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Blvd
Tampa, FL 33603-3415
(813) 233-4277
Fax: (813) 233-4280
Tallahassee Address: 224 Senate Office Building,
404 South Monroe Street, Tallahassee, FL 32399-1100
(850)487-5059 Fax: (888)263-7871
Email: joyner.arthenia.web@flsenate.gov
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